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Abstract 

The aim of this deliverable is to summarize the general methodology and appropriate tools 

that have been developed for the simulation of port operations and the derivation of the 

system performance in case of earthquake events and to present their application to the 

case of Thessaloniki’s port. The ports’ systemic vulnerability methodology and software 

implementation, together with the selected performance indicators (PIs), are first presented, 

making appropriate reference to other relevant reference reports and deliverables. Then, the 

main features regarding the implementation of the application study in the SYNER-G 

prototype software (OOFIMS) are given. The description of the seismic hazard model is 

made, which is based on the ‘Shakefields” approach (Weatherhill et al. 2011) and the 

seismic zones with their characteristics proposed in SHARE project (Arvidsson et al. 2010). 

The input for the port system is briefly described and the results of the analysis are reported. 

Apart of the average performance and the Mean Annual Frequency (MAF) of exceedance of 

the PIs, the distribution of estimated damages and losses for specific events is also given 

through thematic maps. The significant elements for the functionality of the port system are 

defined through correlation factors to the system’s PIs. This deliverable is related to other 

SYNER-G products, which the reader should have available for a comprehensive 

understanding of the application. These reports are referred within the present document. 
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1 Introduction 

For the assessment of the systemic vulnerability and performance of harbors, a general 

methodology and appropriate tools were developed for the simulation of port operations and the 

derivation of the system performance in case of earthquake events. The objective of the present 

deliverable is to apply and validate the methods and tools developed in SYNER-G using the 

port of Thessaloniki as a case study.  

Thessaloniki’s port is the first export and transport harbor of Greece and is European Union's 

closest port to the countries of Southeast Europe, as well as to the countries of the Black Sea 

and East Mediterranean. It covers an area of 1,550,000 m2 and trades approximately 

16,000,000 tons of cargo annually, having a capacity of 370,000 containers and 6 piers with 

6,500m length. Following the methodological framework for the systemic analysis developed in 

SYNER-G, waterfront structures, cargo handling equipment, power supply system, roadway 

system and buildings are examined. The main Performance Indicator (PI) used is the total 

cargo/containers handled in a pre-defined time frame per terminal and for the whole port 

system. An important interdependency considered within SYNER-G is between the cargo 

handling equipment and EPN, in particular for the electric power supply to cranes. Road 

closures due to potential building collapses is also another important dependency.  

For the seismic hazard, five seismic zones with Mmin=5.5 and Mmax=7.5 are selected based on 

the results of SHARE European research project (Arvidsson et al. 2010). A Monte Carlo 

simulation (MCS) has been carried out with 10,000 runs, which samples earthquake events 

based on the methods and tools developed in SYNER-G (WP2, WP3, WP5, WP7). Each 

sampled event represents a single earthquake (“Shakefields” method, Weatherhill et al. 2011) 

and all systems are analysed for each event. The results are then aggregated all over the 

sampled events. In this way, all the characteristics of each event (e.g., spatial correlations) are 

accounted for and preserved for the systemic analysis. Performance Indicators (PIs) are 

calculated based on the estimated damages and functionality losses of the different 

components. The chosen number of runs was shown to yield stable estimates for the 

considered PI’s. The overall performance of the port system is expressed through the moving 

average µ and moving standard deviation σ (averaged over simulations), as well as the Mean 

Annual Frequency (MAF) of exceedance of the PIs. The average loss can be defined based on 

the moving average graph. Through the MAF graphs the annual probability of exceeding 

specific levels of loss can be defined and the loss for specific mean return period of the 

particular PI can be estimated. The earthquake event(s) that correspond to the particular return 

period (or level of loss) can be identified and maps with the distribution of damages can be 

produced for this event(s). Moreover, the expected losses and distribution of damages for 

random or selected events (out of the 10,000 simulations) can also be obtained. The expected 

average losses are also estimated for each component and thematic maps with the distribution 

of average damages can be produced. This type of results may lose the information about 

spatial correlations of damages, but it gives an overview of the most vulnerable components, 

that is, the estimated level of risk based on the frequency of damages during the simulations. 

Finally, the correlation of each component to the system PIs is estimated. This type of analysis 

is based on the results of each single event, and thus it preserves the information about 

systems’ topology and its behaviour in case of spatial correlated damages (related to single 

earthquakes). Thus, it allows identifying the most critical elements for the functionality of the 
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port system (i.e. the damaged components that more closely control the performance of the 

harbor).  

Several sources of uncertainties are inherent to the analysis, related among others to the 

seismic hazard and spatial correlation models, the fragility assessment or the functionality 

thresholds of each component. The epistemic uncertainty related to different fragility functions 

and functionality definitions was investigated by performing sensitivity analysis with the use of 

alternative fragility curves and functionality thresholds for the waterfront structures. 

In the followings, and after a brief description of the taxonomy and the various inter and intra 

dependencies present inside harbor systems, the ports’ systemic vulnerability methodology and 

software implementation are presented. The next chapter provides a description of the system 

topology and characteristics, the seismic hazard of Thessaloniki’s port area and the input for the 

analysis. The results of the application are then presented and commented. Uncertainty issues 

are examined and the sensitivity analysis results are presented. Finally, the main conclusions of 

the application and validation study to the harbor of Thessaloniki are summarized.  
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2 Taxonomy and dependencies of harbor 

systems 

Port transportation systems are vital lifelines whose primary function is to transport cargos and 

people. Port facilities comprise complex systems including a variety of inter and intra-connected 

components. They contain a wide variety of facilities for passenger operations and transport, 

cargo handling and storage, rail and road transport of facility users and cargoes, 

communication, guidance, maintenance, administration, utilities, and various supporting 

operations.  

The following elements exist within port facilities: 

o Waterfront structures. 

o Earthen Embankments 

o Cargo handling and storage components. 

o Infrastructures.  

− Buildings (sheds and warehouses, office buildings, maintenance buildings, 

passenger terminals, traffic control buildings). 

− Utility systems (electric power system, water system, waste-water system, 

natural gas system, liquid fuel system, communications system, fire-fighting 

system). 

− Transportation infrastructures (roadway system, railway system, bridges).   

Port systems components can be briefly classified as following:  

HBR01 Waterfront Structures 

Include retaining structures/dikes (e.g. at wharves, embankment, breakwaters, and dredged 

shipping lanes and waterway) and berthing structures. 

o Gravity retaining structures along the waterfront (quay walls/piers): concrete block 

walls, massive walls, concrete caissons, cantilever structures, cellular sheet pile 

structures, steel plate cylindrical caissons or crib-work quay walls. Founded on 

rubble and soil or rock. 

o Sheet pile wharves with auxiliary structures for anchoring or sheet pile with platform 

(horizontal pile-supported slab). Foundation on sheet pile, pile, fill-soil. 

o Piers usually of deck slabs supported on pile caps and piles from wood, steel or 

concrete (with or without batter piles). Structures on columns with auxiliary structures 

for horizontal force absorption. 

o Mooring and breasting dolphins. Monolithic gravity structures, founded on rubble and 

soil or rock or piles, or pile structures. 

o Breakwaters: gravity structure, piled structure, or rubble mound. 

HBR02 Earthen Embankments 

They include hydraulic fills and native soil materials. 
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HBR03 Cargo Handling and Storage Components 

They include cranes, tanks and other cargo handling and storage components. 

o Cranes - rail, tire and track mounted gantry and revolver cranes, mobile cranes and 

crane foundations and power supply systems. 

o Tanks - anchored and unanchored, above grade and partially buried, tank 

foundations and containment berms. 

o Other cargo handling and storage components (cargo) – port equipment (stationary 

or mounted on rails) and structural systems used for material handling and transport 

(cranes, conveyors, transfer towers and stacker/reclaimer equipment), tunnels and 

pipelines, and temporary transitional storage and containment components. 

HBR04 Buildings 

They can be classified as following: 

o Sheds and warehouses (large, open, frame-type structures with long-span roof 

systems, usually braced in one or two directions. Walls of concrete, masonry or 

medal siding). 

o Office buildings (single or multi-storey steel, timber, concrete or masonry 

construction). 

o Maintenance buildings (similar to shed and ware-house structures). 

o Passenger terminals (usually long-span structures from concrete, masonry, steel or 

wood.). 

o Control and clock towers (tall, narrow tower-type structures, usually steel-framed with 

exterior masonry or other cladding). 

o Older unreinforced masonry and non-ductile concrete frame structures, prior to 

seismic codes, often exist in port facilities and have been used for warehouse, 

offices, maintenance, and passenger terminals buildings. 

Finally, harbors are serviced by a number of other systems including: electric system (HBR_A), 

water system (HBR_B), waste-water system (HBR_C), gas system (HBR_D), oil system 

(HBR_E), communication system (HBR_F), fire-fighting system (HBR_G), roadway (HBR_H), 

railway (HBR_I). 

The main characteristic of these complex systems is the multiple interactions existing within 

their elements and with the external supplying or/and supplied systems and infrastructures. The 

ports’ functionality is dependent on the functioning of each system/ component, taking also into 

consideration the interactions between them. 

The inter-dependencies between harbor facilities and the other systems are described in 

Table 2.1. They are distinguished in physical (direct) and informational, geographic, restoration, 

substitute (indirect) inter-dependencies. Furthermore, they are classified as crucial, important 

and secondary. Within SYNER-G it was decided to study only the direct/crucial interactions in 

the aftermath of the seismic event; the "crisis short-term" or “emergency” period lasting a few 

days/weeks at the urban/regional scale 
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Table 2.1  Inter-dependencies between harbor facilities and other networks                                               

as identified in SYNER-G. 

   Impacts 

 
 BDG EPN WSS WWN GAS OIL RDN HBR HCS FFS SHM HIM 

Buildings BDG        3-Geo     

Electric 

power 

network 

EPN   
  

   1-Phy     

Potable 

water 

network 

WSS 
       

1-Phy, 

3-Res     

Waste-

water 

network 

WWN 
       

1-Phy, 

3-Res     

Gas 

network 
GAS   

  

   

1-Phy / 

Geo , 

3-Res 

    

Oil network OIL        3-Phy     

Road 

network 
RDN   

  
   

1-Phy, 

3-Res 
    

Harbor HBR 3-Res 3-Res 3-Res 3-Res 3-Res 3-Res 
3-Phy, 

3-Res 
  3-Res 

3-Phy, 

3-Res 
  

Health-care 

system 
HCS               

Fire-

fighting 

system 

FFS   
  

        

Shelter 

model 
SHM             

Health 

impact 

model 

HIM             

Priority definitions: 

1. Crucial dependencies (that MUST be both well described and implemented).  

2. Important dependencies [that NEED to be well described and that SHOULD be implemented 

(if possible, using simplifications if necessary)]. 

3. Optional/secondary dependencies (that should be mentioned, but whose implementation is 

not necessary). 
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Types of interactions: 

Direct: 

Phy: Physical, functional interdependency - functional damage propagation. 

Indirect:  

Inf: Cyber, informational interdependency 

Geo: Collocation, geographic, space interdependency - physical damage propagation. 

Res: Restoration - recovery interdependency. 

Sub: Substitute interdependency. 

Seq: Sequential interdependency - scaling effects. 

Log: Logical interdependency, financial markets - policy/procedural interdependency. 

Gen: General interaction. 

Soc: Societal interdependency. 

 

The intra-dependencies between port facilities and infrastructures are described in Table 2.2. 

They are distinguished in physical (direct) and informational, geographic, restoration, substitute 

(indirect) inter-dependencies. Furthermore, they are classified as crucial, important and 

secondary. Within SYNER-G it was decided to study only the direct/crucial interactions in the 

"crisis short-term" period.  
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Table 2.2 Intra-dependencies in port facilities as identified in SYNER-G. 

   Impacts 

 
 HBR01 HBR02 HBR03 HBR04 HBR_A HBR_B HBR_C HBR_D HBR_E HBR_F HBR_G HBR_H HBR_I 

Waterfront HBR01   1-Phy 1- Phy         3- Phy 3- Phy 

Earthen 

embankments 
HBR02 1- Phy   1- Phy           

Cargo handling 

and Storage 
HBR03               

Buildings HBR04      3- Phy 3- Phy 3- Phy 3- Phy 3- Phy 3- Phy 3- Phy 3- Phy 3- Phy 

Electric system HBR_A   1- Phy 1- Phy   
1- Phy, 

3-Inf 

1- Phy, 

3- Inf 

1- Phy, 

3- Inf 

1- Phy, 

3- Inf 

1- Phy, 

3- Inf 
1- Phy 1- Phy 1- Phy 

Water system HBR_B    
1- Phy, 

3- Inf 

1- Phy, 

3-Geo, 

3-Res 

  
3- Phy, 

3- Geo 
3- Geo  3- Phy 

1- Phy, 

3- Res 
3- Geo 3- Geo 

Waste-water 

system 
HBR_C    2- Phy 3- Phy 

3- Geo, 

3- Res 
  3- Geo   3- Phy 3- Geo 3- Geo 

Gas system HBR_D    1- Phy 3- Phy         2- Phy 

Oil system HBR_E    1- Phy 3- Phy         2- Phy 

Communication 

system 
HBR_F    1- Phy 3- Inf 3- Inf  3- Inf 3- Inf   

1- Phy, 

3- Inf 
3- Inf 3- Inf 

Fire-fighting 

system 
HBR_G    2- Phy  2- Sub  3- Phy 3- Phy      
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Roadway HBR_H  2- Phy 2- Phy 3- Res 3- Res 
3- Geo, 

3- Res 

3- Geo, 

3- Res 

3- Geo, 

3- Res 

3- Geo, 

3- Res 

3- Geo, 

3- Res 

1- Phy, 

3- Res, 

3- Geo 

  2- Sub 

Railway HBR_I  2- Phy 2- Phy 3- Res 3- Res 
3- Geo, 

3- Res 

3- Geo, 

3- Res 

3- Geo, 

3- Res 

3- Geo, 

3- Res 

3- Geo, 

3- Res 

1- Phy, 

3- Res, 

3- Geo 

2-Sub   

 

Priorities definitions: 

1. Crucial dependencies (that MUST be both well described and implemented).  

2. Important dependencies [that NEED to be well described and that SHOULD be implemented (if possible, using simplifications if 

necessary)]. 

3. Optional/secondary dependencies (that should be mentioned, but whose implementation is not necessary). 

Types of interactions: 

Direct: 

Phy: Physical, functional interdependency - functional damage propagation. 

Indirect:  

Inf: Cyber, informational interdependency 

Geo: Collocation, geographic, space interdependency - physical damage propagation. 

Res: Restoration - recovery interdependency. 

Sub: Substitute interdependency. 

Seq: Sequential interdependency - scaling effects. 

Log: Logical interdependency, financial markets - policy/procedural interdependency. 

Gen: General interaction. 

Soc: Societal interdependency. 
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3 Ports’ systemic vulnerability methodology 

and software implementation 

3.1 SYSTEMIC VULNERABILITY METHODOLOGY 

For the assessment of the systemic vulnerability of harbors, it is essential to simulate port 

operations. Normal operations are related to transportation and storage activities, namely 

movement and temporary storage of cargos (containers and bulk cargo), and transportation 

of people (passengers). The perturbation of these activities (operations) in case of an 

earthquake is described through the performance of the harbor, which in turn is directly 

related to its operations. 

Since most of the dry cargo in modern ports is containerized, it has been decided in this 

application to focus on the operation of a port consisting of container terminals. However, 

bulk cargo is also important from the viewpoint of risk management on economic activities 

such as industrial and insurance market. Given that, in the aftermath of significant natural 

disasters such an earthquake event, port facilities may also be one of “gates” for delivering 

the necessary assistance to the city, the importance if this analysis may also go beyond the 

strictly economic consequences. The passenger movement is also an important element to 

monitor a depression and recovery process of port function. Nevertheless, there is not 

enough data on passenger movement to assess the vulnerability in past earthquake events. 

From this point of view, it would be difficult to develop simulation models. 

Based on this, container and bulk cargo movements of ports are simulated within SYNER-G. 

The assumption of discrete type of cargo handling (container or bulk cargo) per terminal is 

made. The elements studied include piers, berths, waterfront and container/cargo handling 

equipment (cranes). Waterfronts and cranes are the physical components of the harbor. 

Piers and berths are structural (functional) elements. Several berths are composing a pier. 

Each berth is a part of a waterfront design to serve one ship, and it consists of a portion of a 

waterfront served by one or more cranes. The berth length is estimated based on the pier’s 

operational depth. To quantify the capacity of each berth, each crane capacity (lifts per hour 

/ tons per hour) is considered in the evaluation. The main Performance Indicator (PI) used 

is the total cargo/containers handled in a pre-defined time frame per terminal and for the 

whole port system. 

An important interdependency considered within SYNER-G is between the cargo handling 

equipment and EPN, in particular for the electric power supply to cranes. If a crane node is 

not fed by the reference EPN node (electric supply station) with power and the crane does 

not have a back-up power supply, then the crane itself is considered out of service. Road 

closures due to potential building collapses is also another important dependency. In this 

case, the delivering process of cargo/containers from the terminals to the port gates could be 

hampered.  

The functionality of the harbor is assessed through several system-level Performance 

Indicators (PIs), as evaluated starting from the effects of seismic events (Fig. 3.1). The 

general outline of the method is the following:  

i. A set of seismic events sampled from the seismic hazard is defined.  
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ii. For each event defined in point (i): 

a. The fields for intensity measures within the harbor area are sampled. 

b. For all components, physical damages are sampled from their probability of 

occurrence, as assessed through fragility curves and the modeled intensity 

measures (point ii,a). In case of components sensitive to both ground shaking 

(PGA, PSA) and ground failure (PGD), like cranes, multiple IMs and damage 

probabilities are estimated in parallel, and the results are combined through a 

Fault Tree Analysis (OR gate). 

c. Based on the sampled physical damages for each event (point ii,b), the 

functionality state of each component is assessed, taking also into account 

system inter- and intra-dependencies. 

d. For all systems, the PIs are evaluated based on functionality states of each 

component (point ii,c) and the systemic analysis. The “moving average” 

(average over all simulated events) is then computed. 

iii. The results of the simulation are estimated. In particular:  

a. The mean annual frequency of exceedance (MAF) for all PIs, based on the 

annual rates of seismic events (point i) and the evaluated PIs (point ii,d). 

b. The rates of functionality (or damage) for each component, based on the 

results of points ii,c (or ii,b). 

c. The correlation between functionality state (or damages) and PIs, based on 

the results of points ii,c (or ii,b) and ii,d. 

d. Damages, functionality state and PIs are defined for a specific event (through 

the MAF curve) corresponding to predefined return periods (point iii,a). 

The set of events defined in point (i) must be large enough to obtain stable results. During 

the simulation, the process of convergence toward stable results is visually checked from the 

“moving average” of each PI (point ii,d). 

 

Waterfronts –
Pier(s)

PI 

Terminal A

Cranes

EPN

PI 

Gate A

RDN
 

Fig. 3.1 Functionality simulation of port facilities. 
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3.2 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

In the followings, the PIs selected for the harbor system, and the modeling strategy adopted 

are described in more details.    

3.2.1 Container terminals 

1. Terminal 

The terminal performance is measured in terms of: 

TCoH = total number of containers handled (loaded and unloaded) per DAY, in Twenty-foot 

Equivalent Units (TEU) 

For the harbor, the sum of the PIs relative to all container terminals is considered. 

Initial input data include:  

o the terminal considered,  

o the number and location of piers,  

o the operational depth of piers,  

o the Vs30 at each pier,  

o the location and pier of the cranes,  

o the electric power demand EPNnode connected with each crane,  

o the type of each crane (anchored or not),  

o the presence/absence of a backup system for the crane, 

o the type of the waterfront-pier (gravity or sheet-pile wall),  

o the crane productivity (lifts per hour or tones per hour),  

o the vulnerability or not of each component,  

o the Intensity Measure (IM) type to be considered for the vulnerable classes, 

o the seismic hazard input, in common for all systems in SYNER-G, either single 

scenario (one fault) or a complete hazard (see D2.1, Franchin et al. 2011). 

The berth (ship) length is estimated based on the pier’s operational depth, inverting the 

following regression equation, which gives the depth of the waterfront as a function of the 

ship overall length  (Pachakis and Kiremidjian, 2005). 





⋅+

⋅+−
=

,018.0668.7

,056.0100.0

LOA

LOA
Draft   

for

for
 

mLOA

mLOA

200

200

>

≤
                             (2.1) 

where Draft represents the depth of the waterfront, and LOA is the berth (ship) length. 

In practice, for each waterfront, the minimum required berth length is estimated from (2.1). 

Then, the waterfront is divided into the greatest possible number of berth(s) with length 

longer than the minimum length required and each crane is assigned to its closest berth.  

For each crane there must be a demand node of the electric power system (EPN). This 

demand node is connected to an EPN substation through non-vulnerable lines. In case of 
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failure of power supply, cranes can work with their back-up power supply, if of course there 

is one. The functionality of the demand node is generally based on EPN system analysis, 

and it can be based on either capacity or pure connectivity analysis (see D5.2, Pinto et al. 

2011, and D6.1, Argyroudis et al. 2013).  

For the PI estimation, the following rules are set:  

o Waterfront-pier (berth) � functional if Damage (D) < Moderate (for each IMtype). 

o Crane � functional if D < Moderate AND there is electric power supply (from the 

electric network or from the back-up supply). 

o Berth � functional if the waterfront and at least 1 crane is functional, otherwise 

PIbi =0. 

If the Berth is functional, the PI is set to the sum of the capacities relative to the functioning 

cranes that contains. Note that, in case of more than one crane, they can work 

simultaneously to load/ upload containers from the same ship – the time the ship stays at 

each berth is then reduced. 

o CraneCapacityk = r*24 TEU/day (Twenty-foot Equivalent Units per day)                       

an assumption is made of 24 hours shifts 

o Berth � PIbi = Σk * CraneCapacityk 

o Pier � PIpm = Σi PIbi 

o Terminal � PItr = Σm PIpm 

o Harbor � PIH = Σr PItr 

 

2. Gate  

The port performance at the gate is measured in terms of: 

TCoM = total number of containers’ movements per DAY, in Twenty-foot Equivalent Units 

(TEU) (in the whole harbor facility) 

In this case the total number of containers’ movements per DAY is equal to the sum of total 

number of containers handled per DAY (TCoH) in all the container terminals that are 

connected to the gate through the road system. 

For the assessment of TCoM, in addition to the input parameters reported above, it is 

necessary to consider the road system (RDN) that connects each terminal to the harbor’s 

gate, with all its important components (i.e. bridges, overpass, tunnels), and of course the 

buildings and the storage units inside the harbor that may collapse and block the road 

system (see D5.5, Pinto et al., 2012 and D5.1, Gehl et al., 2011). To this regard the 

necessary input is: 

o link to a RND node for exit from each terminal 

o link to a RND node for the harbor’s gate   

The connectivity between terminals and harbor’s gate is based on the RDN system analysis 

(D5.5, Pinto et al., 2012).  
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3.2.2 Bulk cargo terminals 

1. Terminal 

The terminal performance is measured in terms of: 

TCaH = total cargo handled (loaded and unloaded) per DAY, in tones 

For the harbor, the sum of all container terminals is considered. 

For the cargo, it is used the same methodology presented above for the container terminals, 

with the following modifications: 

o The crane productivity (r) is given in tones per hour. 

o CraneCapacity = r*24 tones/day (an assumption is made of 24 hours shifts).  

2. Gate 

The port performance at the gate is measured in terms of: 

TCaM = total cargo movements per DAY, in tones (in the whole harbor facility) 

In this case the total cargo movements per DAY are equal to the sum of total cargo handled 

per DAY in all the bulk cargo terminals that are connected to the gate through the road 

system. The additional parameters, with respect to TCaH, and the procedure adopted to 

assess TCaM are analogous to the ones described above for TCoM.  

3.3 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION  

3.3.1 HBR CLASS 

The HBR (harbor) class is the composition of HRBStructures, HRBEdges (or HRBSides) and 

HRBNodes classes, that are both abstract. HRBStructures is the generalization of terminals, 

piers and berths. HRBNodes is the generalization of cranes, while HRBedges (HRBsides) is 

the generalization of waterfronts. 

Structures have a logical hierarchy. Each terminal includes one or more piers, which are 

made up of one or more berths. Cranes and waterfronts own to one specific pier and 

terminal, information that is input by the user. The position and the configuration of berths 

are automatically assigned by the software. Following the naming convention set up for other 

systems (e.g., WSS system in D5.4, Argyroudis et al. 2011), the harbor’s elements are 

classified in the following classes (Fig. 3.2):  

o Harbour: part of the “network” class 

o HRBnode: which includes Cranes 

o HRBside: which includes Waterfronts 

o HRBstructure: which includes Terminals, Piers, and Berths (internal class – 

not explicit to the user) 
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Fig. 3.2 Class diagram for the harbor classes 

In the following, the properties of the HBR class are listed. The names follow the naming 

convention adopted for variables in developing the prototype software, whereby multi-word 

names have no blank spaces in between words and the latter are separated by capitalizing 

the initial letter of each word. It is split into five parts:      

1. Several pointers, including:  

o Parent: this is a pointer to the parent object which, in this case, is the 
Infrastructure (the object from the Infrastructure class). 

o Crane: pointers to all the cranes in the system, objects from the Crane class. 

o Waterfront: pointers to all the cranes in the system, objects from the 

Waterfront class. 

o Berth: pointers to all the cranes in the system, objects from the Berth class. 

o Pier: pointers to all the cranes in the system, objects from the Pier class. 

o Terminal: pointers to all the cranes in the system, objects from the Terminal 

class. 

2. Harbor system global properties, including:  

o Counters as nWaterfronts, nCranes, nBerths, nPiers, nTerminals, etc. 

o RDNnodeID: link to a RDN node, indicating the position in the road network of 

the Harbor’s gate. 

3. Subclass characteristics that include the main features of sides, nodes and 

structures. As regards sides and nodes, such characteristics are common with the 

other systems (e.g., as links and nodes in D5.4, Argyroudis et al. 2011), and include 

structural characteristics (e.g., vulnerable or not, IM type), geographic positioning 
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(e.g., coordinates) and site characteristics (e.g., Vs30, liquefaction susceptibility, 

landslide susceptibility). Structure characteristics include names, typologies, and 

other descriptive properties.   

4. Properties that record the state of the HBR for each event, including the property 

states that consists of a nE×1 collection of properties that describe the current state 

for each of the nE events. States include the evaluation of PIs (TCoH, TCoM, TCaH, 

TCaM) and relative statistics (e.g., see D5.4, Argyroudis et al. 2011). 

5. Properties that assess the global performance of the HBR at the end of the 

simulation, including the property MAF, which is the Mean Annual Frequency of 

exceedance values for the considered system level PIs. 

The definition of HBR class includes functions to assess PIs (and relative statistics), to 
retrieve the EPN and RDN states, to locate and characterize Berths, and to plot the system 
configuration and state. The average port performance and the Mean Annual Frequency 
(MAF) of exceedance of the PIs, are the main outputs of the simulation analysis. Apart from 
these, the analysis provides also the distribution of estimated damages and losses for 
specific events (either pre-selected, or selected from pre-defined annual frequency of 
exceedance of the PIs), the average damages/losses (averaged over the simulated events) 
and the correlation between each element functionality and the port PI (in order to identify 
the elements that tend to control the most the port performance).     

3.3.2 HBR SUBCLASSES: NODE, SIDE AND STRUCTURE 

The HRBnode and HRBside classes include positioning and descriptive properties, general 

characteristics (e.g., crane capacity, waterfront depth, etc), reference structures’ IDs (pier 

and terminal), and methods assessing, for each event (scenario), physical damages and 

functional consequences. The performance of these classes is stored in a states collection 

(as above), which includes physical and functional state for each event (scenario). 

The HRBstructure class includes positioning and descriptive properties, and links to 

HRBlinks and HRBnodes that each structure includes. The Berth subclass includes 

reference IDs to terminal and pier in which it is located. The Pier subclass includes a 

reference ID to the terminal to which it owns. The Terminal subclass includes a link to a RDN 

node, which indicates the starting position of the road leading to the harbor gate. The 

performance of these classes is stored in a states collection (as above), which includes PIs 

estimation and statistics at each subclass for each event (scenario). 
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4 The case study: Thessaloniki’s Port 

4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The port of Thessaloniki is the nodal point for the transport of goods coming from a large 

geographic inland, as it is located in a very strategic (geographically, politically and 

economically) area. It is the first export and transport harbor of Greece and is European 

Union's closest port to the countries of Southeast Europe, as well as to the countries of the 

Black Sea and East Mediterranean. It covers an area of 1,550,000 m2 and trades 

approximately 16,000,000 tons of cargo annually, having a capacity of 370,000 containers 

and 6 piers with 6,500m length (Fig. 4.1). In collaboration with the port authority 

(Thessaloniki Port Authority, THPA), various data was collected and implemented in GIS 

format for the construction, typological and functional characteristics of port facilities, 

including cargo and handling equipment, waterfront structures, electric power (transmission 

and distribution lines, substations), potable and waste water (pipelines), telecommunication 

(lines and stations), railway (tracks) and roadway (roads and bridge) systems as well as 

buildings and critical facilities. 

The various components and systems existing inside the port facilities are illustrated in 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3. 

 

Fig. 4.1  Thessaloniki’s port. 
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Fig. 4.2  Building facilities, waterfront structures, cargo handling equipment, 

telecommunication system and railway network of Thessaloniki’s port. 
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Fig. 4.3  Water supply, waste-water, fire-fighting, electric power and fuel supply 

systems of Thessaloniki’s port. 
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4.2 SYSTEM TOPOLOGY AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Following the methodological framework for the systemic analysis developed in SYNER-G, 

waterfront structures, cargo handling equipment, power supply system, roadway system and 

buildings are examined.  

Waterfront structures, of a total 6.5km length, include concrete gravity quay walls with simple 

footing foundation and non-anchored components. The majority is block work, while the new, 

under construction, part of Thessaloniki’s port includes caisson type structures. Backfill soils 

and rubble foundation include material aggregates with appropriate grain size distributions. 

Waterfronts are defined by 17 sides and 24 nodes (pier-nodes).  

Cargo handling equipment has non-anchored components without back-up power supply. 48 

crane-nodes are considered in the analysis. 

For the systemic analysis, two Terminals are considered; one container Terminal (6th pier) 

and one cargo Terminal (piers 2, 3, 4 and 5). 

The electric power supply to the cranes is assumed to be provided from a demand node 

(substation) through non-vulnerable lines. These demand nodes are the distribution 

substations present inside the port facilities. They can be classified as low-voltage 

substations, with non-anchored components. Their functionality is determined on 

connectivity analysis of Thessaloniki’s EPN system (see D6.1, Argyroudis et al. 2013). In 

total 1 generator, 8 transmission substations, 17 distributions substations and 74 non-

vulnerable lines are simulated. The geographical representation of Thessaloniki’s port 

waterfronts, cranes and electric power supply system is illustrated in Figure 4.4.  

 

Fig. 4.4  Geographical representation of Thessaloniki’s port waterfronts, cranes and 

electric power supply system. 

A majority of the building and storage facilities are also considered in the analysis. The 88 

building structures are allocated in 4 building blocks (BC). 

The internal roadway network is rather simple with internal roads connecting the port gates 

to the terminals gates (Fig. 4.5). 
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Fig. 4.5  Internal road network of Thessaloniki’s port. 

4.3 SEISMIC HAZARD 

4.3.1 Seismic source model 

The study area is characterized by intense seismic activity with strong historical earthquakes 

of magnitudes larger than Mw=6.0 (Papazachos and Papazachou, 1997). The most recent 

destructive earthquake occurred in the broader area of Thessaloniki on the Gerakarou-

Stivos fault, along the Mygdonian graben (20 June 1978, M = 6.5). The mainshock caused 

extensive damage and loss of life in the metropolitan area of Thessaloniki and the 

surrounding villages. The harbor didn’t suffer important damages.   

Five seismic zones are selected for the seismic hazard (Fig. 4.6), as obtained by SHARE 

European research project (Arvidsson et al. 2010). Their parameters are described in Table 

4.1. 10,000 simulations are carried out sampling earthquake events for these zones based 

on a Monte Carlo approach. 

Table 4.1 Parameters of the seismic zones (SHARE) considered in the analysis. 

Zone  a b Mmin Mmax 

GRAS388 4.10 1.00 5.0 7.5 

GRAS390 3.75 0.90 5.0 7.5 

MKAS389 3.90 0.90 5.0 7.5 

MKAS212 4.60 1.00 5.0 7.5 

GRAS392 3.95 1.00 5.0 7.5 
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Fig. 4.6 Seismic zones considered in the analysis, obtained by SHARE project. 

4.3.2 Geotechnical map  

A detailed microzonation study has been conducted for Thessaloniki during the last years. A 

detailed model of the surface geology and geotechnical characteristics for site effect studies 

was generated. The resulted geotechnical map (Anastasiadis et al. 2001) was based on 

numerous data provided by geotechnical investigations, geophysical surveys, microtremor 

measurements, classical geotechnical and special soil dynamic tests (Pitilakis et al. 1992, 

Pitilakis and Anastasiadis 1998, Raptakis et al. 1994a, Raptakis et al. 1994b, Raptakis 1995, 

Apostolidis et al. 2004). The dynamic properties of the main soil formations have been 

defined from an extended laboratory testing including resonant column and cyclic triaxial 

tests (Pitilakis et al. 1992, Pitilakis and Anastasiadis 1998, Anastasiadis 1994).  

For the purpose of the present study the map shown in Figure 4.7 for the Metropolitan area 

of Thessaloniki is used, where three soil formations are defined according to EC8 (CEN 

2004) classification scheme (i.e. A, B, C classes). Soil formations at the port area are 

classified as type C according to EC8.  

The liquefaction susceptibility of Thessaloniki Metropolitan area is defined based on the 

classification scheme proposed by Youd and Perkins (1978), which is also adopted in 

HAZUS (NIBS 2004). The classes (Very High, High, Moderate, Low, Very Low and None) 

are categorised on the basis of deposit type, age and general distribution of loose 

cohesionless sediments. The liquefaction susceptibility in case of Thessaloniki is evaluated 

based on information from previous studies (SRMLIFE, 2003-2007). The zones are shown in 

Figure 4.8.  

In Thessaloniki’s port, soil formations are characterised by very high liquefaction 

susceptibility, mainly due to loose, saturated, silty-sandy soils that prevail at the area. In 
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previous studies (SRMLIFE, 2003-2007), the evaluation of horizontal and vertical permanent 

ground displacements due to liquefaction (lateral spreading and settlements), has been 

performed for three scenarios with mean return periods Tm=100, 475 and 1000 years 

(detailed microzonation study based on the results of a probabilistic seismic hazard 

analysis), using empirical and analytical procedures (Seed et al. 2003, Youd et al. 2001, 

EC8, Ishihara and Yoshimine 1992, Elgamal et al. 2001). Figures 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate the 

spatial distribution of settlements and lateral spreading (permanent ground vertical and 

horizontal displacements due to liquefaction) for the 475 year scenario. In the port area, 

displacement values range between 0-30cm for settlements and 0-6cm for lateral spreading 

for the 475 year scenario. 

The landslide hazard is not considered in the present analysis as the landslide susceptibility 

in the area is very low. 

23°2'0"E23°0'0"E22°58'0"E22°56'0"E22°54'0"E22°52'0"E22°50'0"E22°48'0"E22°46'0"E22°44'0"E22°42'0"E22°40'0"E
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40°32'0"N
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Fig. 4.7 Geotechnical classification of Thessaloniki’s Metropolitan area according to 

EC8. 

A

B
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Fig. 4.8 Liquefaction susceptibility map of the Thessaloniki’s Metropolitan area 

according to HAZUS classification. 

 

Fig. 4.9 Distribution of the mean values of peak permanent ground settlements- 

∆v(cm)  due to liquefaction, for Tm=475 years seismic scenario (SRMLIFE, 2003-2007). 
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Fig. 4.10 Distribution of the mean values of lateral spreading- ∆h(cm)  due to 

liquefaction, for Tm=475 years seismic scenario (SRMLIFE, 2003-2007). 

4.3.3 Seismic Ground motion 

Following the specification provided in D2.13 (Weatherill et al. 2011), the ground motion 

prediction equation (GMPE) introduced by Akkar and Bommer (2010) is applied for the 

estimation of the ground motion parameters on rock, while the spatial variability was 

modelled using correlation models provided by Jayaram and Baker (2009). For each site of 

the grid the averages of primary IM from the specified GMPE were calculated, and the 

residual was sampled from a random filed of spatially correlated Gaussian variables 

according to the spatial correlation model. The primary IM is then retrieved at vulnerable 

sites by distance-based interpolation and finally the local IM is sampled conditionally on 

primary IM. 

Figure 4.12 shows an example shake field in terms of primary IM (PGA at rock) computed at 

points of a regular grid (3.5 x 4.2 km), for the event #3595 (out of the 10,000 runs) with 

M=6.1, R=20km (Fig. 4.11). Among other results, the distribution of expected damages for 

this event is shown in the next sections for port components.  

To scale the hazard to the site condition different amplification methods are available in the 

SYNER-G prototype software: Present Eurocode 8 provisions, Eurocode 8 amplification as 

modified by Pitilakis et al. (2012), NEHRP, Choi&Stewart, context-specific. Only the 

amplification factors proposed in EC8 are used in the present application in accordance with 

the site classes that were defined in the study area (Table 4.2). 

For the liquefaction risk the modelling approach of HAZUS (NIBS 2004) is adopted for the 

estimation of the permanent ground displacements PGD. A detailed description of the entire 
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hazard model adopted in the methodology and hence implemented in the SYNER-G 

prototype software can be found in the deliverables D2.1 (Franchin et al. 2011) and D2.13 

(Weatherill et al. 2011). 

Table 4.2 Current and improved soil amplification factors S for the existing EC8 

classification scheme (Pitilakis et al. 2012). 

EC8 

Soil 
Class 

Type 2 (Ms≤5.5) Type 1 (Ms>5.5) 

EC8 
Proposed (Pitilakis 

et al. 2012) 
EC8 

Proposed (Pitilakis et 
al. 2012) 

B 1.35 1.40 1.20 1.30 

C 1.50 2.10 1.15 1.70 

D 1.80 1.80 1.35 1.35 

E 1.60 1.60 1.40 1.40 

 

 

Fig. 4.11 Event#3595 (23.1259, 40.6884, M=6.1, R=20km).  
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Fig. 4.12 Example of shake map in terms of PGA on rock for the event#3595                   

(M=6.1, R=20km).  

4.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUT 

4.4.1 Harbor components 

Harbor components are comprised of 72 nodes and 17 sides. The nodes are subdivided in 

pier-edges (non-vulnerable) and (non-anchored) cranes (vulnerable). Edges include only 

(gravity type) waterfronts. The fragility models used for cranes and waterfronts are 

expressed in terms of permanent ground displacement (PGD) and peak ground acceleration 

(PGA) (Table 4.3 - section 4.7.4).  

Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show a small part of the input for the harbor components of 

Thessaloniki’s port contained in the sheet hrb. The first two cells in the first row in Figure 

4.13 specify the number of edges (sides) and the number of nodes, 17 and 72, respectively. 

The following fields contain values used to determine the number of terminals, the 

consideration or not of EPN and RDN in the analysis, the IDs, the type and the RDN gate 

and exit nodes of each terminal. Also the fragility curves and functionality definition of the 

components are determined. The next rows, after the nodes keyword, specify in a 

standardized way (similar for all network/linelike systems) the nodes of the system.  

In particular the information to be provided for each node is in the following order: 

localization, site properties, functional and related to seismic damageability, crane info and 

links. Localization is given in terms of latitude and longitude in degrees and altitude above 

sea level in metres. The site properties are specified in terms of Vs30, site class according to 
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EC8, (or other descriptors according to Pitilakis et al. 2013), depth to groundwater, 

liquefaction and landslides susceptibility class, yield acceleration. The fields that are left 

empty are read from corresponding GIS shapefiles. Functional information for the harbor 

nodes is the type of node (either pier-edge or crane-non-anchored).  

The next columns specify whether the node is vulnerable, and in that case, the IM(s) of the 

corresponding fragility model. Specific crane information include crane capacity (if 

'container', capacity of cranes must be lifts/hour, if 'bulk cargo', capacity of cranes must be 

tones/hour), the existence or not of back-up power, the terminal and pier IDs. The 

interdependency of cranes with the electric power system is provided through links to EPN 

nodes.  

The next part of the sheet, whose first rows are shown in Figure 4.14, after the sides 

keyword, specifies in a standardized way (similar for all network/line-like systems) the 

sides/edges of the system. In particular, the first two columns specify the edge connectivity 

(start and end nodes). The site properties are specified in terms of Vs30, site class, depth to 

groundwater in feet, liquefaction and landslides susceptibility class, yield acceleration.  

The fields that are left empty are read from corresponding GIS shapefiles. Functional 

information includes the edge typology (gravity-waterfronts). As for the nodes, two columns 

specify whether the edge is vulnerable, and in case it is, which is the IM(s) for the 

corresponding fragility model. Specific waterfront information includes the operational depth, 

terminal and pier IDs. Pier operational length is compute from the coordinates.  

nodes # sides # terminals # EPN analysis RDN analysis terminal ID T1 T2

72 17 2 yes yes type container bulk cargo

frag type 1 RDN gate node 1 3

NF type 1 RDN exit node 2 4

NODES

ID lat (°) long (°) z (m) Vs30 (m/s) site class depth2GW (ft) LiquefactionSusClass LandslideSusClass yield acc (g)

1 40,6377261 22,906059 0 218,0 - 10

2 40,6327039 22,905584 0 218,0 - 10

3 40,6388031 22,913267 0 221,0 - 10

4 40,6330614 22,912777 0 221,0 - 10

5 40,6383459 22,915420 0 221,0 - 10

6 40,6351707 22,916896 0 221,0 - 10

7 40,6346725 22,919002 0 221,0 - 10

8 40,6376740 22,917743 0 221,0 - 10

9 40,6347097 22,919123 0 221,0 - 10

10 40,6373228 22,919672 0 221,0 - 10

11 40,6347589 22,921500 0 275,0 - 10

12 40,6344574 22,923943 0 275,0 - 10

13 40,6370116 22,922040 0 275,0 - 10

14 40,6370976 22,922093 0 275,0 - 10

15 40,6370268 22,924151 0 275,0 - 10

16 40,6352155 22,925548 0 312,0 - 10

17 40,6349507 22,927099 0 312,0 - 10

18 40,6350149 22,927223 0 312,0 - 10

19 40,6369072 22,925826 0 312,0 - 10

20 40,6369616 22,925866 0 312,0 - 10

21 40,6368655 22,928611 0 217,0 - 10

22 40,6342368 22,930254 0 217,0 - 10

23 40,6342015 22,930336 0 217,0 - 10

24 40,6357229 22,932174 0 215,0 - 10

LOCALIZATION AND SOIL INFORMATION
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FUNCTIONAL INFORMATION CRANE INFO LINKS

Type Vulnerable IMType Crane Capacity Back-up power TERMINAL ID PIER ID EPN node ID

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

pier-edge no none - - - - -

crane-non-anchored yes pga,pgd 17 no T2 P2 27

crane-non-anchored yes pga,pgd 57 no T2 P2 28

crane-non-anchored yes pga,pgd 17 no T2 P2 29

crane-non-anchored yes pga,pgd 34 no T2 P2 30
 

Fig. 4.13  Input workbook: specification of HBR nodes (only first rows). 

SIDES

LOCALIZATION AND SOIL INFORMATION FUNCTIONAL INFORMATION WATERFRONT INFO

ID begin end Vs30 (m/s) site classdepth2GW (ft)LiquefactionSusClassLandslideSusClassyield acc (g) type Vulnerable IMType pier operational depth (m)pier operational length (m)TERMINAL IDPIER ID

P6-west 1 2 218,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 12 - T1 P6

P6-east 3 4 221,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 12 - T1 P6

P5-WW 3 5 221,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 10 T2 P5

P5-west 5 6 221,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 10 - T2 P5

P5-south 6 7 221,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 12 - T2 P5

P5-east 8 9 221,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 10 - T2 P5

P4-WW 8 10 221,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 10 - T2 P4

P4-west 10 11 248,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 10 - T2 P4

P4-south 11 12 275,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 12 - T2 P4

P4-east 12 13 275,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 10 - T2 P4

P4-EE 14 15 275,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 10 - T2 P4

P3-west 15 16 293,5 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 10 - T2 P3

P3-south 16 17 312,0 - 10 waterfront-gravity yes pga,pgd 10 - T2 P3
 

Fig. 4.14  Input workbook: specification of HBR sides (only first rows). 

4.4.2 Electric power network 

In total 1 generator, 8 transmission substations, 17 distributions substations and 74 non-

vulnerable (assumption) lines are simulated. For the sub-station, their type and IM is also 

provided. 48 demand nodes are defined for the electric power supply to cranes. Figure 4.15 

provides the input data (in excel file) for the electric power network. 
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nodes

lat (°) long (°) z (m) Vs30 (m/s) Type Subtype Vulnerable IMtypes site class
40,6928797 22,932158 0 generator open-type no none -

40,6420858 22,941275 0 transmission open-type yes pga -
40,6635769 22,948364 0 transmission mixed-type yes pga -

40,6710851 22,902382 0 transmission open-type yes pga -
40,6076542 22,965163 0 transmission closed-type yes pga -

40,5929013 22,977368 0 transmission closed-type yes pga -

40,6260948 22,968705 0 transmission open-type yes pga -

40,6964319 22,823147 0 transmission open-type yes pga -

40,4534078 23,009298 0 transmission open-type yes pga -

40,6325943 22,935792 0 260,0 substation closed-type yes pga -

40,6364213 22,933175 0 215,0 substation open-type yes pga -

40,6341223 22,934926 0 260,0 substation closed-type yes pga -

40,6363096 22,930834 0 215,0 substation closed-type yes pga -

40,639386 22,929878 0 221,0 substation closed-type yes pga -

40,6371462 22,925367 0 312,0 substation closed-type yes pga -

40,6376897 22,920858 0 275,0 substation closed-type yes pga -

40,6388582 22,915773 0 221,0 substation closed-type yes pga -

40,6367295 22,917407 0 221,0 substation closed-type yes pga -

40,63932 22,913631 0 221,0 substation closed-type yes pga -

40,6395061 22,909366 0 221,0 substation closed-type yes pga -

40,6382763 22,908948 0 221,0 substation open-type yes pga -

localization and soil information functional information

 

Fig. 4.15  Input workbook: specification of port EPN nodes (only first rows). 

4.4.3 Roadway network and buildings 

Both vulnerability analysis for the road network and the possible road blockage estimation 

from collapsed buildings and other structures like bridges, overpasses, tunnels etc, are 

performed. The excel input data for the roadway network of the port of Thessaloniki are 

given in Figure 4.16. For non-vulnerable road nodes their type can be either Traffic Analysis 

Zones “TAZ” (TAZ type is also provided) or intersection. Road segments are all classified as 

principal two-way roads; their capacity is set to 500 vph, the free-flow speed to 50km/h. The 

Intensity Measure is PGD, while site class, liquefaction susceptibility class, landslide 

susceptibility class and yield acceleration are read from the respective maps. Road width, 

building-road distance, hierarchy and adjacent buildings are also necessary input for the 

road blockage analysis. 

The input data for the port’s building facilities are provided in Figure 4.17. For each Building 

Block (BC) the total number of buildings inside the block and the percentage of each building 

typology are provided.  

# sides # nodes want discretization? max road length (km) approximate length after discretization (km)input for low order roadsroad width (m)distance bdg-road (m)road blockage model
5 7 yes 8 6 7 5 B

nodes

lat (°) long (°) z (m) Vs30 (m/s) Type TAZ type Vulnerable IMtypes

40,6417 22,9079 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40,6409 22,9183 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none
40,6378 22,9238 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none

40,64 22,9231 0 0 TAZ non-CBD no none
40,6406 22,9103 0 0 intersection - no none

40,6389 22,9175 0 0 intersection - no none

40,6389 22,9238 0 0 intersection - no none

sides

start node end node Vs30 (m/s) / Nspt Type classification capacity (vph) free-flow speed (km/h)# of ways Vulnerable IMtypes # of vuln elementssite class depth2GW (ft)LiquefactionSusClassLandslideSusClassyield acc (g)Road widthBldg-Road distance

1 5 0 roadSegmentAprincipal 500 50 2 yes pgd 1 - 20 20 50
5 6 0 roadSegmentAprincipal 500 50 2 yes pgd 1 - 20 20 10

6 2 0 roadSegmentAprincipal 500 50 2 yes pgd 1 - 20 20 8
3 7 0 roadSegmentAprincipal 500 50 2 yes pgd 1 - 20 15 5

7 4 0 roadSegmentAprincipal 500 50 2 yes pgd 1 - 20 15 50

localization and soil information functional information

 

Fig. 4.16  Input workbook: specification of port RDN nodes. 
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BC

# BC areas 4
BC #0 (FID)

geometry 40,6388 22,91327 40,63306144 22,91278 40,63362 22,9116 40,63261 22,90773 40,6327 22,90558 40,63773 22,90606 40,63777 22,90533 40,64201

indicators Nbldg 4 % MSt12 0 % MSt3_ 0 % MBr12 0 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 1 % RC3_2LL
BC #1 (FID)

geometry 40,64068 22,91249 40,64108706 22,91282 40,64005 22,91649 40,6394 22,91643 40,63915 22,91754 40,64083 22,91827 40,63998 22,92433 40,63703

indicators Nbldg 23 % MSt12 0,26087 % MSt3_ 0 % MBr12 0 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 0,608696 % RC3_2LL

BC #2 (FID)
geometry 40,63998 22,92433 40,63933664 22,93086 40,63424 22,93025 40,63687 22,92861 40,63696 22,92587 40,63691 22,92583 40,63501 22,92722 40,63495

indicators Nbldg 27 % MSt12 0,185185 % MSt3_ 0 % MBr12 0 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 0,703704 % RC3_2LL
BC #3 (FID)

geometry 40,63934 22,93086 40,63673065 22,93399 40,63526 22,93488 40,63462 22,93579 40,63425 22,93533 40,63367 22,93624 40,63405 22,9367 40,63349
indicators Nbldg 34 % MSt12 0,323529 % MSt3_ 0,088235 % MBr12 0 % MBr3_ 0 % RC1LL 0 % RC3_1LL 0,470588 % RC3_2LL 

Fig. 4.17  Input workbook: specification of port BDG (SCDs). 

4.4.4 Fragility assessment 

The fragility curves used for the vulnerability assessment of the components are shown in 

Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3  Fragility functions used for Thessaloniki’s port analysis 

Component 
Intensity 
measure 

Fragility function  

Waterfronts 

PGD HAZUS (NIBS, 2004) 

PGA 
Kakderi and Pitilakis 

(2010) 

Cranes/ cargo handling 
equipment  

PGA, PGD HAZUS (NIBS, 2004) 

Electric power substations 
(distribution) 

PGA HAZUS (NIBS, 2004) 

Electric power substations 
(transmission) 

PGA 
SRM-LIFE               

(2003-2007) 

Roads PGD HAZUS (NIBS, 2004) 

Bridges PGA 
Basöz and Mander 

(1999) 

R/C and URM Buildings PGA Kappos et al. (2006) 

Steel Buildings PGA HAZUS (NIBS, 2004) 
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5 Results 

The methods and tools developed in SYNER-G are applied and validated in Thessaloniki’s 

port. Performance Indicators (PI’s) are calculated based on the estimated damages and 

functionality losses of the different components.  

Port performance loss can be attributed either to damages occurred to waterfronts and/or 

cranes, or malfunction of cranes due to loss of electric power supply. The overall 

performance of port system is expressed through the moving average µ and moving 

standard deviation σ (averaged over simulations), as well as the Mean Annual Frequency 

(MAF) of exceedance of the PIs. The average loss can be defined based on the moving 

average graph. Through the MAF graphs the annual probability of exceeding specific levels 

of loss can be defined and the loss for specific mean return period of the particular PI can be 

estimated. The earthquake event(s) that correspond to the particular return period (or level 

of loss) can be identified and maps with the distribution of damages can be produced for this 

event(s). Moreover, the expected losses and distribution of damages for random or selected 

events (out of the 10,000 simulations) can also be obtained. The expected average losses 

are also estimated for each component and thematic maps with the distribution of average 

damages can be produced.  

This type of results may lose the information about spatial correlations of damages, but it 

gives an overview of the most vulnerable components, that is, the estimated level of risk 

based on the frequency of damages during the simulations. Finally, the correlation of each 

component to the system PIs is estimated. This type of analysis is based on the results of 

each single event, and thus it preserves the information about systems’ topology and its 

behaviour in case of spatial correlated damages (related to single earthquakes). Thus, it 

allows identifying the most critical elements for the functionality of each system (i.e. the 

damaged components that more closely control the performance of the system). 

All PIs are normalized to the respective value referring to normal (non-seismic) conditions. 

For the container terminal this value is equal to PIamax=1,032 TEUs per day. For the cargo 

terminal the max value for non-seismic conditions is equal to PIomax=43,512 tones per day. 

These values refer to the max capacity of the port, since they are estimated assuming that 

all cranes are working at their full capacity for 24 hours a day. 

The analysis results obtained from a plain MCS of 10,000 runs is presented in the following 

figures. The chosen number of runs was shown to yield stable estimates for the considered 

PI’s. Figure 5.1 shows the moving average (mean) curves for TCoH (left) and TCaH (right), 

as well as the mean+stdv and mean-stdv curves for the two PIs. The figures indicate that the 

expected value of loss given the occurrence of an earthquake is higher for TCoH than for 

TCaH. At the end of the analysis (10,000 runs) the moving average is stabilized. 

Comparison of the moving average (mean) curves for TCoM and TCaM with TCoH and 

TCaH respectively, shows no difference, meaning that no road closures are observed. This 

can be attributed to the small length of roadways considered in the analysis, as well as the 

limited number of low-height buildings in large building-road distances. Given the fact that no 

road closures are observed in the present analysis, results are presented hereinafter only for 

the TCoH and TCaH PIs.  

Mean Annual Frequency (MAF) of exceedance values for all PIs are given in terms of 

normalized performance loss (1-PI/PImax). Figure 5.2 shows the MAF of exceedance curves 
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for TCoH and TCaH. For performance loss values below 20% TCaH yields higher values of 

exceedance frequency, while for performance loss over 20% TCoH yields higher values of 

exceedance frequency. The estimated MAF of exceedance curves (in terms of normalized 

performance loss) for TCoH and TCaH with and without interaction with building collapses 

(road blockage due to collapsed building is not considered in the analysis) are illustrated in 

Figure 5.3. As expected, in both cases, there is no difference, since no road closures are 

observed; this type of interactions is not important in this particular case to the port’s overall 

performance. In other cases, for example in the Port Island in Kobe, it could be crucial. 

Figure 5.4 compares the estimated MAF of exceedance curves for TCoH and TCaH when all 

interactions are taken into consideration (EPN and road closures) and no interactions are 

considered in the analysis. The effect of interaction (mainly of the EPN to cranes) can be 

very important for performance loss levels over 10% for TCoH and 5% for TCaH. As an 

example the TCoH performance loss is increased from 21% to 46% for λ=0.01 (Tm= 100 

years) when all interactions are included in the analysis. In the TCaH MAF curves, for 

performance loss levels of 50-60% there seems to be practically no change in the 

exceedance frequency values, and values with no interactions are higher than those 

corresponding to the all interactions case. This can be considered as the point of max 

performance loss for TCaH, only due to direct seismic damage occurred to cranes. 

  

Fig. 5.1 Moving average µ, µ+σ, µ-σ curves for TCoH (left) and TCaH (right). 
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Fig. 5.2 MAF curve for TCoH and TCaH performance loss. 

 

Fig. 5.3 MAF curves for TCoH (left) and TCaH (right) for Thessaloniki’s port, with and 

without interaction with building collapses. 
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Fig. 5.4 MAF curves for TCoH (left) and TCaH (right) for Thessaloniki’s port, with and 

without interaction with EPN and building collapses. 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the level of correlation between the TCaH and the distribution of 

damages in cranes and non-functionality of electric power distribution substations 

respectively. In this way the most critical components can be defined in relation with their 

contribution to the performance loss of the system. All cranes have medium (40-70%) to high 

(over 70%) levels of correlation, indicating their great importance to the functionality of the 

overall port system. A higher level of correlation is estimated for the EPN distribution 

substations, with 40% of the components having values greater than 70%. 

 

Fig. 5.5 Correlation of damaged cranes to port performance (PI=TCaH). 
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Fig. 5.6 Correlation of non-functional electric power distribution substations to port 

performance (PI=TCaH). 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the expected functionality of port components for the event with 

the highest magnitude that corresponds to TCoH (TCoH loss=100%) and TCaH (TCaH loss= 

97%) performance loss with mean return period Tm=500 years (0.002 probability of 

exceedance) respectively. For both events, waterfronts structures (with the exception of one 

component) are functional, but the majority of cranes (85% and 88% respectively) are non-

functional.   

Figure 5.9 shows the functionality of port components for a specific event (#3595, M=6.1, 

R=20km, N-NE of the city). A percentage of 24.5% of the total length of port waterfronts are 

expected to suffer damages. Also, several cranes in all piers are rendered non-functional 

either due to liquefaction occurred damages or due to non-supply of electric power from 

distribution substations. The overall performance loss for this scenario is 74% for TCoH and 

40% for TCaH.  

 

Fig. 5.7 Port components functionality for an event (#956, TCoH loss = 100%, TCaH 

loss = 53%, M=7.5, R= 135 km) that corresponds to TCoH with Tm=500 years. 
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Fig. 5.8 Port components functionality for an event (#6613, TCoH loss = 60%, TCaH 

loss = 97%, M=5.8, R= 15 km) that corresponds to TCaH with Tm=500 years. 

 

Fig. 5.9 Port components functionality for a specific event (#3595, TCoH loss = 74%, 

TCaH loss = 40%, M=6.1, R=20km). 
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6 Uncertainty issues 

Several sources of uncertainties are inherent in the analysis. They are related among others 

to the seismic hazard and spatial correlation models, the fragility assessment or the 

functionality thresholds of each component. The epistemic uncertainty related to different 

fragility functions and functionality definitions was investigated performing sensitivity analysis 

with the use of alternative fragility curves and functionality thresholds for the waterfront 

structures. The vulnerability assessment of cranes could not be performed with alternative 

functions since HAZUS (NIBS 2004) curves are for the moment the only available in the 

literature. Also the functionality definition for cranes seems to be the most realistic one, since 

high levels of occurred damages usually necessitate the withdrawal or even replacement of 

the component.  

The fragility models used in the initial analysis for waterfronts are summarized in Table 4.3 

and they are expressed in terms of permanent ground displacement (PGD) and peak ground 

acceleration (PGA). For the case of ground failure (due to liquefaction) the HAZUS (NIBS 

2004) curves are used, while for ground shaking with no liquefaction phenomena the fragility 

functions proposed by Kakderi and Pitilakis (2010) are adopted. This is the “Fragility 1” case 

of the initial analysis. In the alternative analysis, the fragility functions proposed by Ichii 

(2003), which take into account the occurrence of liquefaction, are used for the vulnerability 

assessment of waterfronts; this is the “Fragility 2” case. 

In Figure 6.1, the estimated MAF of exceedance curves (in terms of normalized performance 

loss) for TCoH and TCaH for both cases of fragility functions of waterfronts are compared; 

almost no differences are observed. This can be attributed to the small frequency of damage 

occurrence to the waterfront structures and the fact that the total port performance is mostly 

prescribed by the cranes functionality. 

The functionality of waterfronts depends only on the level of seismic damage. In the initial 

analysis, the waterfronts were considered fully functional if they sustained minor damages 

and non-functional for higher levels of damage; this is the “Functionality 1” case. An 

alternative analysis is performed (“Functionality 2”), where waterfront structures are 

considered as fully (100%) functional if they sustain minor damages and partially (50%) 

functional if they sustain moderate damages. 

Figure 6.2 compares the estimated MAF of exceedance curves (in terms of normalized 

performance loss) for TCoH and TCaH for the different functionality definitions of waterfront 

structures. In this case there is some difference in the MAF curves for TCaH with lower 

values of exceedance frequency for performance loss levels over 65%. In other words, high 

levels of performance loss correspond to lower probabilities of exceedance (or higher mean 

return periods). This is related to the fact that partial functionality of waterfronts is assumed 

for higher levels of damage, resulting in reduction of the port performance loss.  
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Fig. 6.1 MAF curves for TCoH (left) and TCaH (right) for Thessaloniki’s port using 

different fragility functions for waterfront structures. 

  

Fig. 6.2 MAF curves for TCoH (left) and TCaH (right) for Thessaloniki’s port using 

different functionality definitions for waterfront structures. 
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7 Conclusions 

For the assessment of the systemic vulnerability and performance of harbors, a general 

methodology and appropriate tools were developed for the simulation of port operations and 

the derivation of the system performance in case of earthquake events. The SYNER-G 

methodology and tools have been successfully applied in the case of Thessaloniki’s port.  

Port Performance Indicators (PIs) are calculated based on the estimated damages and 

functionality loss of the different components. The performance loss as well as the 

distribution of damages is defined for events that correspond to specific return period 

(Tm=500 years) of the PI. The correlation of each component to the system PIs is also 

estimated. This type of analysis is based on the results of each single event, and thus it 

preserves the information about systems’ topology and its behaviour in case of spatial 

correlated damages (related to single earthquakes). Thus, it allows identifying the most 

critical elements for the functionality of the system. 

The interactions considered in the analysis are essential for the overall risk assessment. For 

example it is shown that the performance loss of Thessaloniki’s port can be significantly 

increased due to possible failures of EPN substations that supply power to the cranes.  

Several sources of uncertainties are inherent in the analysis. They are related among others 

to the seismic hazard and spatial correlation models, the fragility assessment or the 

functionality thresholds of each component. A probabilistic (Monte Carlo) approach is 

performed which samples earthquake events based on the methods and tools developed in 

SYNER-G. In this way, all the characteristics of each event (e.g., spatial correlations) are 

accounted for and preserved for the systemic analysis. The epistemic uncertainty related to 

different fragility functions and functionality definitions was investigated performing sensitivity 

analysis with the use of alternative fragility curves and functionality thresholds for the 

waterfront structures. 

In summary, the application of the SYNER-G methodology and tools in the Port of 

Thessaloniki proved the capabilities of the SYNER-G methodology to assess the risk and 

evaluate the performance of a complex system, like a harbor, in case of a strong 

earthquake.   
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